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Abstract. Literature Review is an important step for researchers, as it allows to synthesize previously 
produced knowledge and identify gaps in proposing new studies. The use of digital tools to support 
literature review, and qualitative analysis in general, provides better organization, quality and 
validation of the research process. The purpose of this Demo Session is to present webQDA software 
as a potential tool to support Literature Review and showcase an example of LR with the use of this 
software. webQDA is a qualitative data analysis software available on the web, that enables 
collaborative work between researchers. webQDA allows the import of metadata from bibliographic 
reference managers or databases. In addition, it enables the construction of the syntheses through 
the classification and categorization of the information described and interpreted by the researchers. 
This Demo Session aims to bring participants closer to the development of Literature Review through 
a digital tool for qualitative analysis, demonstrating the advantages and importance of using software 
to optimize this process and, therefore, reach better results. The Demo Session is divided into four 
moments: presentation, theoretical exposition, practical activity and application in other contexts 
and discussion. The theoretical exposition will provide an introduction on Literature Review and 
digital tools for qualitative analysis. The practical activity will demonstrate a case study on the 
development of Literature Review with the support of webQDA. During the discussion moment, 
participants will be invited to elaborate questions and comments on the importance of the topic to 
the field of qualitative research. At the end of the presentation, participants are expected to use 
webQDA to prepare their literature reviews. 
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STRUCTURE OF THE DEMO SESSION 

1. Presentation - 05m 

Presentation of the proposed structure of the Demo Session and its objectives. 

2. Theoretical exposition of the theme - 15m 

The theoretical exposition of the Session Demo will be divided into two stages. In the first stage, an 
introduction about Literature Review, addressing the main concepts associated to the research 
methodology and the types of reviews. In the second stage, a presentation about the use of digital 
tools in qualitative research, considering the limits and the potentialities. 

3. Practical Activity and Application in other contexts - 60m 
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In the first moment, we will make a brief presentation of the webQDA software, highlighting its main 
features, so that the participants who are not familiar with this qualitative analysis tool can have a 
first contact with the functionalities. 
Subsequently, the demonstration of the case study of a Literature Review will be carried out, in 
which the main steps of the study methodology will be presented with the support of webQDA, as 
described below: 

Literature Review Step Step with webQDA 

a) Importing of metadata: 

- Data base: Scopus, Web of Science, 
PubMed, etc. 

- Manager of bibliographic references: 
Mendeley, Zotero, EndNote, etc. 

Sources: Annotations > Notes > Upload metadata 

The metadata import is performed in three format types: 
BibTeX (*.bib); XML (*.xml) or RIS (*.ris) – Research 
Information Systems. 

b) Importing of article: 

- Full text. 

Sources: Internal Sources > Upload file 

Importing of article is carried out in pdf format. 

c) Identification of the research: 

- Classification of articles selected in 
the databases consulted. 

Coding: Descriptors > Literature Review 

webQDA automatically classifies the descriptors 
corresponding to the metadata: type, year, authors and 
keywords. 

Status: included, duplicated and excluded. 

Users can create new descriptors and attributes 
according to the search proposal.  

Users can use the information from the descriptors for 
questioning. 

d) Selection of documents: 

- Search in databases by independent 
reviewers 

- Reading the title 

- Reading the abstract 

- Reading the full text 

Sources: 

a) Title and abstract: Sources > Annotations > Notes > 
Metadata. 

b) Full text: Sources > Internal Sources > File 

This step may be developed by one or more reviewers. 

e) Evaluation of the quality and 
relevance of the articles: 

- Inclusion criteria 

- Validated instruments for evaluation 
of selected articles 

Sources: Annotations > Notes > Edit status > included, 
duplicated or excluded. 

Users rate the articles selected and read in full according 
to the eligibility of studies for synthesis production in the 
Literature Review. 

f) Data processing: 

- thematic analysis 

- content analysis 

Coding: Free codes or Tree codes 

Users create specific notes and encode full texts. 

Each researcher has a specific color that signals their 
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Literature Review Step Step with webQDA 

(or other types of analysis) encodings. After reading the full texts, the researchers 
validate the information encoded by consensus in the 
case of divergent encodings. 

Free codes and tree codes can be produced from 
questioning: 

a) Most frequent words 

b) Text search: 

Users question the data through the operators (AND - 
intersection, OR - meeting and NOT - exclusion). 

The questionings also produce matrices, in which the data 
of the Literature Review are analyzed by the researchers. 

g) Synthesis of data: Coding: Free codes or Tree codes. 

Users access the encoded information in a descriptive 
way. 

Questioning: Matrices 

Users access coded information through tables and 
graphs. 

- Conceptual map: 

Users have access to information through the production 
of conceptual map according to the descriptors and 
encodings of the data. 

4. Discussion - 10m 

The participants will be invited to express issues that emerged during the theoretical exposition and 
practical activity. Questions will be organized in sections of three, followed by the response of the facilitator. 
There will be time for comments related to the theme of the Demo Session and its implications for 
the development of qualitative research. This discussion will be carried out with the intention of 
emphasizing the importance of transparency and rigor in the planning and elaboration of Literature 
Review. In addition, highlight the relevance of qualitative syntheses for the improvement of scientific 
knowledge, professional practice and public policies in the areas of health, education, economics, 
and other areas. 
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